Designed by George Miller-Ramos, James Lawrence, and Mark Von Der Heide, the collection of adaptable folding tables and mobile accessories allow for effortless transformation from boardroom to flexible, multi-use space.

MOTUS pairs uncompromised aesthetics with an innovative and intuitive interface to redefine reconfigurable tables. The design is clean, minimal, modern, timeless. The functional elements of table ganging, caster locking, leveling, cable management, and power distribution have all been thoughtfully engineered to simplify the user experience. Every facet of performance in multipurpose space has been considered and enhanced in the patent pending design. MOTUS delivers advanced function within the form of a design classic.

Available in a range of sizes, metal finishes, and surface materials, MOTUS can be specified in any veneer and wood finish. The simple forms of MOTUS entirely belie the function and flexibility hidden within.

TO SEE MOTUS IN MOTION, VISIT www.halconmotus.com
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JURY COMMENTS

Wonderful solution using high-end conference space for training without sacrificing style.

High-end training table that can be a conference table.

Attention to details wonderful, stream-line high-end look nice to see in market.

Love the mechanics.

The thoughtful details of table top leveling and magnets for cable management are fabulous.

Technical features are well thought-out, especially electrical.

Like the power location and access.

Knob leveling - no tools required.

Great lectern, screens.

MADE IN USA!
Table desk and workwall Flat Cut Cherry (CHFC) with Light Mahogany finish (MH10S4) Matching wood grain grommets deliver power and data to the surface Tables flip and nest easily on concealed casters TOP RIGHT MOTUS delivers advanced function within the form of a design classic CENTER RIGHT Universal table ganging, magnetic wire management, and table leveling knobs BOTTOM RIGHT Concealed base feed power and data connectory
Mobile tables, lectern, and media credenza in Natural Figured Ash and Polished Aluminum.
Mobile glass table, lectern with nesting cabinet, screens, and serving credenza in Natural Figured Ash, Alpine White and Polished Aluminum.
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